Stage 1 - Saloon
El Dorado

After turning down a job offer from Nelse McLeod, Mississippi is in a
hurry to leave the saloon, not knowing 2 of McLeod’s men are waiting
to ambush him. Cole asks McLeod if he would like to walk out that door
in front of them. He replies, “No.” Then he walks over to the door and
tells his men to come out and drop their guns. Cole says, “Much
obliged.” McLeod replies, “Call it professional courtesy.”
Round Count: 10 R-10P- 4+SG

Shooting Order: PP-R-SG

Staging: 2P 5 Rounds holstered; R10 Rounds on center table; SG open
empty in right window.
Shooter starts at left window hands on pistols. Indicate ready by saying
the line, “Call it professional courtesy.” ATB, with pistols, shoot a
double tap Nevada sweep starting on P2. Move to center table.
Activate swinger; repeat pistol instructions with rifle. Make rifle Safe on
table or right window. Move to right window; shoot SG targets any
order.
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Stage 2 - Well

Cole is on his way to El Dorado to help his friend the Sheriff, when he
spots someone following him. He stops and waits. It turns out to be
Mississippi. Cole yells out, “Don’t you know better that to follow a man
that way.” Mississippi replies, “I didn’t know there was a different
way.”
Round count: 10 R-10P-4+SG

Shooting Order: SG-R-PP

Staging: 2P 5each holstered; Rifle 10 rounds on table; SG open empty in
both hands.
Shooter starts at the barrel SG in both hands. Indicate ready by saying
the line, “I didn’t know there was a different way. At the beep, shoot SG
targets any order. Place open empty SG on table safely pointed at the
berm. With rifle, shoot rifle targets 1-5-2-4-3 which is outside, outside,
inside, inside, center, then repeat. Can be shot from either direction
either time. Make rifle safe on barrel or down range table. Move to down
range table; repeat rifle instructions with pistols.
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Stage 3 - Fort
Cole and Mississippi ride into El Dorado about midnight. As they
approach the jail, someone yells out, “That’s close enough.” Cole says,
“Don’t shoot. It’s me, Cole.” Bull replies, “Sorry Cole, I would have
known you right off, but I was trying to figure out what that other
fellow has on his head.” Mississippi says, “It’s called a hat.” Bull replies,
“I’ll have to take your word for that.”
Round Count: 10R-10P-6+SG

Shooting Order: R-SG-PP

Staging: 2P 5 each holstered; Rifle 10 rounds in both hands; SG open
empty on barrel.
Shooter starts at the barrel rifle in both hands. Indicate ready by saying
the line, “It’s called a hat.” At the beep, place 2 rounds on each PR
target any order. Place open empty rifle on barrel, pointed at beam.
With SG, shoot SG targets anywhere between barrel and table. Place
open empty SG on table; repeat rifle instructions with pistols.
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Stage 4 - Jail
Cole tells Bull, “Nelse McLeod has been hired to run the McDonalds off
their land. He told me all he had to deal with was a drunken Sherriff.
We have to get JP sobered up before McLeod and his men arrive in
town.” Mississippi remembers that Johnny Diamond had a remedy to
sober a man up fast. After hearing the ingredients, Bull says, “That’s
guaranteed to cure or kill.”
Round Count: 10R-10P-4+SG

Shooting Order: PP-R-SG

Staging: 2P-5each holstered; R-10 rounds on target box; SG open empty
on target box.
Shooter starts at window hands on pistols. Indicate ready by saying the
line, “That’s guaranteed to cure or kill.” At the beep, place 3 rounds on
center target then engage 2 of the KD targets then repeat. Move to
target box; repeat pistol instructions with rifle. Shoot SG targets any
order. Any KD targets left standing can be made up on coffin target.
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Stage 5 - Boot Hill
After a brief gun fight, JP is shot in the leg. Mississippi and Cole get him
back to the jail. Mississippi tells him he will have to cut his pants off to
see how bad the wound is. JP asks if he has a knife. Mississippi pulls a
14 inch stiletto from the back of his shirt. JP looks at Cole and says,
“He’s got a knife. I asked this last night and again this morning, but who
are you. Mississippi replies, “I am Allen Bourdillion Traherne.” JP tells
Cole, “No wonder he carries a knife.”
Round Count: 10P-10R-4+SG

Shooting Order: PP-R-SG

Staging: 2P 5each holstered; R10 rounds on left table; SG open empty
on right table.
Shooter starts one foot touching stone hands on pistols. Indicate ready
by saying the line, “No wonder he carries a knife.” At the beep, shoot
an alternating 1-2-1-2-1-2-1 sweep starting on the round target. Back
row square targets can be shot from either direction. Move to table;
repeat pistol instructions with rifle. Make rifle safe on either table.
Move to right table; shoot SG targets any order.
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Stage 6 - Livery
After hearing gun fire, JP, Cole and Mississippi go to investigate. Bull
tells them that McLeod’s men shot one of the McDonalds then ran into
the old mission. During the gun fight at the mission, one of the men
runs out and Mississippi gives chase and shoots at him with his
shotgun. When Cole arrives, he asks Mississippi if he got him.
Mississippi replies, “I shot at him but missed. I hit the sign and the sign
hit him. But he was limping when he left.” An angry Cole yells, “He was
limping when he got here.”
Round Count: 10P-10R-4+SG

Shooting Order: R-PP-SG

Staging: 2P 5 each holstered; R10 rounds in left window; SG open
empty on center table.
Shooter starts at left window hands on window frame. Indicate ready
by saying the line, “He was limping when he got here.” At the beep,
place 2 rounds on either outside target, then 3 on the center, then 2 on
the other outside target, then 3 on the center. Make rifle safe in
window or table. Move to table; repeat rifle instructions with pistols.
With SG, shoot SG 1 and 2 from the table; move to right window shoot
SG 3 and 4.
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